A
fter some thirty years dealing with the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP) as a reference librarian and later as head of Indiana University's Government Information, Maps, and Microforms Department, I still feel passionate about the role FDLP librarians play in maintaining documents collections and providing easy access to what our governments publish. Throughout my career as a documents librarian, I contended that documents librarians are stuck in the middle: between ensuring access to government information for our researchers and students, and working as an "agent" of the government to protect these collections. I am specifically remembering all the various recalls for specific documents from the Government Printing Office (GPO), a fundamental aspect of FDLP in working with agencies to get depository items. While cleaning up office files in anticipation of retirement a few years ago, I uncovered a few treasures I would like to share with my government documents colleagues.
One interesting file I found grabbed my attention, since it was labeled: "I.U. Library. U.S. Gov't Classified Material at I.U." The first letter has a note attached:
For your information, Fac. Library purposes, let us try not to become obliged to handle security materials in anyway. All handling (if necessary) shall be by H. L.
[Helen Lightfoot].
[Signed] RM concerning the university's Army Area Faculty and requested that War Department restricted materials be transferred to the "Documents Room in the Main Library." There was also a list of faculty members authorized to use the materials, broken down by the area of the world on which they were authorized to do research: General, German, Northern Division, and Southern Division.
To my delight, within that second folder were lists of the "restricted" documents. I had to check some of the titles to see if the libraries still owned these items; they do. Among the materials considered "restricted" or "confidential" in 1944 were: The Civil Affairs Handbook on Greece, Section One on Geographical and Social Background is now shelved in our offsite storage facility. It is still stamped "RESTRICTED" but is easily requested through our delivery service under W109.12:351-1 Prelim. Many of the other titles also showed up in either our print collections or in various digital resources such as FBIS.
These files, both of which will be added to the University Archives, inspired me to check our University Archives for related materials in either the library's director files or at the university administration level. One box contained the information about ASTP, including a memo dated November 1944 giving a list of textbooks used at Indiana University for ASTP and other schools around the nation involved with the program: University of Akron, University of Dayton, University of Kentucky, Ohio State University, Ohio University, Purdue University, Rose Polytechnic Institute, and West Virginia University. I also checked the National Archives records for information related to ASTP (http://www.archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/ groups/160.html#160.4.3). The topic also provided an opportunity to read some related articles and books about libraries in wartime (see bibliography). For instance, I found ALA's ALA Bulletin to contain numerous articles with relevant quotes:
But there is another thing that the universities are now engaged in tremendously and it has to do with the war. They are centers of research for many defense projects. I suppose no one who has not gone into that question has the slightest idea of the magnitude of the program of research which is going on, on the campuses and in the laboratories of a great many universities of the United States, and universities can say nothing about it, either in terms of sums of money or in terms of projects, because this is confidentialcompletely confidential. But it is fair to say that facility after facility on campus after campus is turned rather completely into research in defense projects. Of course, defense projects are just the projection of projects that have been going on in these laboratories-in physical and chemical and biological and engineering laboratories everywhere. 2 The rapid survey of a number of colleges and university libraries of different types which the writer made at the request of the Committee on War Activities of the Association of College and Reference Libraries brought to light various forms of war service in the academic libraries of the country. These services fall generally into three classes: the aid to research in governmental fields essential to the war effort and to the armed forces; the service to students and faculty; and the adult education of the wider community surrounding the institution. A comprehensive title-by-title review of the "classified documents" used for ASTP to verify that libraries still own these documents or that they have been digitized for the Hathi Trust would take some time. At any rate, I encourage other librarians
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Malcomb to check their archives for similar jewels, part of our profession's illustrious past. I remain amused by the fact that the government and the University trusted the "documents librarian" to provide for the security of these documents, and question whether I could have fulfilled this obligation had some "lowly" undergraduate student asked for one of them. I plan to continue to read about the heroic deeds our predecessors performed in order to provide those "documents to the people," even in difficult times.
